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In Tunisia and Egypt the revolutions are underway

"The most indubitable feature of a revolution is the direct interference of the masses in
historical events. In ordinary times the state, be it monarchical or democratic, elevates itself
above the nation, and history is made by specialists in that line of business - kings, ministers,
bureaucrats, parliamentarians, journalists. But at those crucial moments when the old order
becomes no longer endurable to the masses, they break over the barriers excluding them
from the political arena,(...). The history of a revolution is for us first of all a history of the
forcible entrance of the masses into the realm of rulership over their own destiny."
Leon Trotsky, Preface to History of the Russian Revolution

The situation as with any revolution is changing from hour to hour. Any evaluation will undoubtedly be overtaken by
events within a few hours or days. But already we can say that the Tunisia and Egyptian people are writing the first
pages of the revolutions of the 21st century. They are sending shock waves throughout the Arab world, from Algiers
to Ramallah, from Amman to Sana'a in Yemen. These revolutions result, within the particular historical conditions of
this society, from the crisis that is shaking the world capitalist system. The "poverty riots" are combined with an
immense mobilisation for democracy. The effects of the world economic crisis combined with the oppressive
dictatorships, are making these countries the weak links in imperialist domination in the current situation. They are
creating the conditions for the opening of processes of social and democratic revolution.

Demonstrations, strikes, mass meetings, self-defence committees, mobilisations by trade unions and civil
associations, mobilisation of all the popular classes, "those below" and "those in the middle" who are swinging over
into insurrection, "those above who can no longer rule as before", convergence between parties from the radical
opposition against the system, these are all the ingredients of a pre-revolutionary or revolutionary situation that is
today ready to explode.

It is today the turn of Egypt to see hundreds of thousands of workers, young people and unemployed stand up
against the dictatorship of Mubarak.

In Tunisia, a bloody dictatorship was cut down. It was the focus of the hatred of a whole society; the popular classes
and especially of youth. The Ben Ali regime, its repression, its corruption, a system supported by all the imperialist
powers, France, the USA, the European Union, had to be thrown out.

It is this same movement that is sweeping through Egypt today.

There are, of course, historical differences between the two countries. Egypt is the most populous country in the Arab
world. It has a decisive geostrategic place in the Middle East. The structures of the State, the institutions, and the role
of the Army are different there. But it is the same basic movement that is affecting the two countries.

The Tunisian masses could longer stand an economic system - "a good pupil of the world economy" according to Mr.
Strauss-Kahn - which starved them. The explosion of the prices of basic foodstuffs, unemployment of almost 30%,
and hundreds of thousands of trained and qualified young people without jobs constituted fertile ground for the
growth of a social revolt that, combined with a political crisis, led to a revolution.

There were dramatic price rises for all essential products, including rice, wheat and corn, between 2006 and 2008.
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The price of rice tripled in five years, passing from approximately $600 per ton in 2003 to more than $1800 per ton in
May 2008.

The recent increase in the price of the grain is illustrated by a jump of 32% recorded during second half of 2010 in the
compound index of food prices.

The big rise in prices of sugar, cereals and oilseed products took world food prices to record levels in December,
exceeding those of 2008, which had started riots throughout the world.

At the same time, the IMF and the WTO are demanding the lifting of all tariff barriers and an end to all food subsidies.

The recent speculative rise in food prices encouraged a worldwide development of famine on an unprecedented
scale, which is hitting a series of countries in Africa and the Arab world.

Egypt has also experienced the effects of this explosion of food prices. The economy does not create enough jobs to
provide for the population's needs. The neoliberal policies implemented since 2000 have caused an explosion of
inequalities and the impoverishment of millions of families. Nearly 40% of the 80 million Egyptians continue to live on
less than two dollars per day. And 90% of the unemployed are young people under 30.

The other remarkable thing is that the Egyptian national trade-union federation - led by members of the government has partly withdrawn its support for the government in the two weeks since the Tunisian insurrection. They wanted
price controls, wage rises and a system of subsidised distribution of foodstuffs; the people not being able to obtain
basic necessities such as tea or oil. That the union leaders should demand this is unprecedented because they have
been convinced neo-liberal supporters. That is the impact of the Tunisian events.

In Tunisia, this revolution has deep roots. The current social movement is the result of a cycle of mobilisations and
movements which draw their strength from the history of the struggles of the Tunisian people and its organisations, in
particular, many associations for human rights and democratic freedoms and trade unions like many sectors of the
UGTT (General Union of the Tunisian Workers):

the fight of certain personalities for freedom of expression and to travel in 1999,

the high-school students' movement in 2000,

the mobilisations against the war in Iraq in 2001,

the second Intifadah in 2002-2003,

strikes and demonstrations in Gafsa in 2008,

Ben Guerdane in June 2010,

Sidi Bouzid, which at the end of 2010 opened up the way for the revolution.

It is a historical movement that started with this combination of social revolt and overthrowing a dictatorship but which
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today seeks to go further. It is a radical democratic revolution that has anticapitalist social demands.

Ben Ali had to flee, but the essence of his gangster system stayed in place. The force of the mobilisation has
constrained the former Ben Ali supporters to leave the government gradually but, as we are writing this statement,
the Prime Minister is still the Ben Ali supporter Ghannouchi.

The revolution wants to go further: "RCD out! ", "Ghannouchi out! ", behind these demands, it is the whole of the
political system, all the institutions, all the repressive apparatus that should be eradicated. It is necessary to finish
with the whole Ben Ali system, and to establish all democratic rights and freedoms: right of free expression, right to
strike, right to demonstrate, pluralism of associations, trade unions and parties; abolish the presidency and install a
provisional revolutionary government!

Getting rid of the dictatorship and of all operations that want to protect the power of the ruling classes means today
opening a process of free elections for a constituent Assembly. This process must be based on the organisation of
committees, councils, coordination and popular councils that have emerged from the process if it is not to be
confiscated by a new oligarchic regime.

In this process, the anticapitalists will defend the key demands of a programme breaking with imperialism and
capitalist logic: satisfaction of the vital needs of the popular classes - bread, wages, jobs; reorganization of the
economy on the basis of fundamental social needs - free and adequate public services, schools, health, women's
rights, radical land reform, socialization of the banks and key sectors of the economy, broadening social protection
for unemployment, health and retirement, cancellation of the debt, national and popular sovereignty. This is the
programme of a democratic government that would be at the service of the workers and the population.

At the same time, whether it is to organize the defence of the districts, to drive out RCD leaders of state
administration or big companies, to reorganize the distribution of the food substances, workers and young people are
organising their own assemblies and committees. The most combative sectors and most radical must support,
stimulate, organize and coordinate all these self-organisation structures. They are something to build on to establish
a democratic power of the popular classes.

In Egypt, at the time we are writing this statement, the country is in a state of insurrection. In spite of bloody
repression, the waves of mobilisation of the people develop. Hundreds of thousands of demonstrators are in the
streets of Cairo, Alexandria and Suez. The party office of the ruling NDP and symbols of the regime have been
attacked. The hatred for the Mubarak system, the total rejection of corruption, and the demand for satisfaction of vital
social demands against price rises have provoked and stimulated the mobilisation of all the popular classes. The
regime is vacillating. The Army leadership supported by the USA has tried a "self-managed coup" putting Omar
Suleiman, head of the secret services and pillar of the current regime, alongside Mubrak as vice-president. The army
is strained. There have been scenes of fraternisation between the people and the soldiers but faced with the
determination of the Egyptians the Army leadership could also choose confrontation and harsh repression. The
demand of the millions in the streets is crystal clear: Mubarak must go, but it is the whole dictatorship, the whole
repressive apparatus that must be brought down and a democratic process with all rights and freedoms set in place.
The call for a day of mobilisation on 1st February is the next step.

In Egypt too, it is necessary to finish with dictatorship and to found a democratic process with all the rights and
fundamental democratic liberties.

The current movement is the most important since the 1977 bread riots, but here again it has deep roots.
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For the last 30 years Mubarak has maintained a dictatorial regime, imprisoning and murdering his opponents,
suppressing any independent expression of the social movement and political opposition. The electoral masquerade
of November 2010, entirely controlled by the NDP which won more than 80% of the seats, is the latest example. In
the last few years there have been important strike movements particularly of the textile workers of El-Mahalla,
general strikes and demonstrations and protests by different social categories, big anti-imperialist mobilisations
against the military occupation of Iraq and Afghanistan in 2004, marking the disavowal and isolation of a regime that
is held up only by support of the USA and the European Union.

Egypt is, with Israel and Saudi Arabia, one of the three pillars of imperialist policy in the region. The USA, Israel and
Europe will do everything they can to prevent Egypt escaping from their zone of influence and to oppose a
revolutionary development of the protests.

The Tunisian revolution set the Arab world ablaze. It is also for a whole generation their first revolution. Everything
can change today with the rising of the Egyptian people. The mobilisation will undoubtedly have repercussions
through the region, in particular encouraging the Palestinians despite the shameful statement of Mahmoud Abbas.

We have to build a solidarity wall around the revolutionary processes which developing in Tunisia and Egypt,
supported by active solidarity with the mobilisations throughout the Arab world. We cannot ignore the possibility of
harsh blows from the repressive apparatus of Ben Ali, or the threats of his friend Gaddafi. Also, if the regime decides
on confrontation, the Army leaders could unleash bloody repression.

Faced with the deepening of the revolutionary process, the western powers and the ruling classes will try to take
back control by breaking this immense hope.

The Tunisian and Egyptian people must be able to count on the whole of the international labour movement, on all
the global justice movement. In the trade unions, associations, the left parties, we must support the fights of these
peoples and the revolt thundering through the Arab world.

Long live the Tunisian and Egyptian revolutions!

Solidarity with the fights in the Arab world!

Bureau of the Fourth International

8pm in Paris, 30th of January 2011
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